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D

o you feel Nigeria has done
well economically?

Nigeria, a country endowed with
countless natural resources, at 60 is still
in a sluggish condition. Nigeria has not
been able to showcase its potential to
the world. It is the government that has
dealt a very big blow to the nation,
because the nation that inhabits the
natural resources have been waiting for
discovery, and harnessing that discovery
for the good of humans that occupy
Nigeria as the territory. So, it is quite
disappointing to say that Nigeria has
not been able to prove itself as a
country endowed with such abundance
of natural resources. And this has

translated into massive poverty and
avoidable poverty that we are now
faced with.
I think that leaders over time have
not been able to see Nigeria as a
sovereign state, as a country that owes
its citizens the responsibility of
becoming an egalitarian state. It is quite
disappointing that leaders have not
caught into the vision of nationhood
that we should be independent and
truly independent. And this
independence can only reflect on the
economic status of the citizens. So,
what we have instead is the status of
eventually and systematically becoming
the headquarters of global poverty. It is
really disappointing; it is not something

to be cheerful about.
I don't know what the current
leadership, the immediate past
leadership, up to two, three, four
generations of leadership want to tell
Nigerians. Economically, we are not
there. Politically, we are not there;
socially, we are not there. I see Nigeria
as a country weeping, mourning and
arising from the bad leadership that had
been foisted on the country. It is quite
sad.
Is there anything the nation can
celebrate in six decades?
There is absolutely nothing to
celebrate except that God has come to
us in spite of all of the treatment that
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has been done to Nigerians and Nigeria
as a sovereign state. If there is any
celebration, it is just for people to
express profound gratitude to God for
keeping us and hoping that God in His
infinite mercy will give Nigeria men and
women who will sustain the fear of God
and who have a dream to see this
country become a major player in the
global comity of nations.
If you are to advise the
government's Economic Advisory
Council on how to fix the economy,
what would be your counsel?
The advice is that they should drop
personal interests and pursue the
agenda of nationhood. They should stop
celebrating their own personal success,
because the office they are celebrating
right now is the office that Nigeria as a

“

Nigeria has been perpetually in
recession. How could you say you had
one time a buoyant economy when
people are still looking for jobs? It is
difficult. Nigeria has never been in a
buoyant economy phase. A buoyant
economic phase that favours few,
where the few are successful in
business and having access to foreign
exchange just to import things into the
country. We cannot harness our natural
resources to become exportable
products so that we can export them
and earn more money for the country
and also, presenting ourselves in the
international market place, where other
players are there.
How can you say it is a buoyant
economy? We have never had a
buoyant economy to be honest,
because a buoyant economy reduces

We should not be deceived by a few
governmental apologists, people who
want to campaign when the government is
doing bad, they say no, it is not doing bad,
it is doing good

”

country expects them to become agents
of development. But personal interest
seems to have clouded their minds so
that Nigeria is being suffocated, starved
to death when they push their personal
interest above the national interest. I
don't know what advice anybody can
give to them at this point in time. Is it to
give them an economic road map
strategy? It is not that. Is it that they are
not aware of the global competitiveness
and the need to build a country that will
be the pride of all in the country? I
don't think they lack that advice.
The only advice they need is let
them sit down and recount; they and
Nigeria, who is bigger than the other?
They should put down personal
interest. What are you going to acquire
that they have not already acquired?
So, they should stop it and do Nigeria
good.
COVID-19 is taking its toll on
different countries' economies and
Nigeria is expected to slide into
recession in the third quarter. How
should the effect of the recession be
handled?

poverty, a buoyant economy creates
jobs, people will be happy, a buoyant
economy introduces modern
technology to drive things comfortably.
A buoyant economy has infrastructure
working; electricity is continuously
supplied; you have a massive good road
network for the transportation of goods
across the country and the supporting
movement, and elongating the assets
acquired by the citizens.
A buoyant economy has abundance
of clean and accessible water. A
buoyant economy has an
unprecedented educational system that
is rooted in perfect conditions. So,
where is the buoyant economy? Our
national currency is at its lowest ebb.
There was a time Nigeria's currency was
one dollar to one naira. What is it now?
We cannot even make it within the
ECOWAS. We have never had a buoyant
economy. We have been perpetually in
recession, and Nigerians are very good,
they have been made to live in a hard
economic atmosphere; they have been
conditioned to agree that what every
leader does is perfect. So, we have
never had a buoyant economy if we

want to use all parameters of a buoyant
economy or what a buoyant economy
produces. We don't have that. We are
not close to it. We should not be
deceived by a few governmental
apologists, people who want to
campaign when the government is
doing bad, they say no, it is not doing
bad, it is doing good. You just have to
accept it. That is what bad governance
has led us into over the years.
Do you feel Nigeria has what it
takes to compete favourably among
other African nations in the African
Continental Free Trade Area to make it
a major exporter and not a major
consumer?
The behaviour of African countries
themselves does not allow that treaty
to work. You know, the failure of that
treaty eventually will be blamed
squarely on Nigeria, because as a
continental giant, Nigeria is supposed to
have an excellent foreign policy that will
influence other countries within the
continent, that Nigeria will be looked up
to for direction. But that is not the case.
You see members of the same continent
reacting negatively to issues of common
interest. Just like the treaty that
established ECOWAS, it cannot really
stand to promote free trade,
encouraging import and export within
member countries of the continent, it is
not working.
Look at the behaviour of Ghana in
recent times, imposing whooping
amounts of money on foreigners. Is the
treaty encouraging separation? Look at
how integrated the European Union
nations are. The ECOWAS treaty is to
encourage free movement of people
and free movement of goods and
services, but that is not. Assuming it is
going to be a treaty that is going to be
respected, why not. The African
continent is a very big economy, a very
big market that even without exporting
to other external markets like Europe,
America, Asia and the rest of them, we
can sufficiently galvanise our economy
through the provision of that treaty to
promote African trade.
It is not a question of whether
Nigeria can take advantage of that, but
if we look inwardly, maybe Nigeria is
not so excited and the private sector is
not pushing the government, because
we have minimal production. What we
produce cannot even meet the needs of
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the local market. You see that the
government's nonchalant attitude in
this case becomes understandable,
because they have not been pushed
from the private sector, which produces
those goods and services. So, you can
see various strenuous factors that
undermine the integrity of free trade
treaties within the African continent.
What is the way forward for the
country?
Nigeria should go into
agriculture. Food security is key; then,
followed by industrialisation. Nigeria
must create jobs massively; focus on
Information Technology; then, address
the issue of security. No development
can thrive in an atmosphere where lives
and property are threatened. And I
think that comes actually first. Nigeria
should curb insecurity and facilitate free
movement so that people can move
around anywhere within the country
without fear or intimidation. If the
government can put that structure in
place, then better. Going forward,
Nigeria should not pride itself as a
religious country. Nigeria should go
back and live by its status as a secular

state. If we combine religion with
politics, it will be disastrous for us.
The Nigerian government should
allow the different religions to take care
of themselves. Take out Christianity
influence, take out Islamic influence.
The government should stop
patronising religion. Religion should
become a personal issue. This is a way I
feel we can curtail this dangerous
insecurity that we have been exposed
to. Nigeria should pay attention to the
generation of electricity. Nigeria should
give good roads to the people. The
government should emphasise the rule
of law.
The executive arm of government
should stop playing games with the
rights, freedom and liberty of the
people. There should be enforcement of
law; there should be a total overhauling
of our security architecture so that as
the constitution provides, the security
agencies should stop being agents of
promoting the personal interests of
certain people and focus on their
constitutional role.
My dream for Nigeria after 60 is a
country where people are not
victimised. People should be allowed to

bring their very best into the
establishment of industries, enterprises
and creative jobs for fellow citizens; a
country that allows foreign nationals to
come back and invest in their country in
an open economy. Look at what is
happening in Dubai, UAE. What are we
doing to ourselves? Governance should
not be at each other's throat.
Government should be a rallying point
in showing that laws are enforced,
which is designed to bring equity, unity
of purpose, love and oneness. Let us
give Nigerians roads — roads within the
cities and roads that connect one state
to the other. Let Nigerians be proud of
their own country. Let us stop deceiving
ourselves.
Culled from Punch Newspaper – Oct 6,
2020, page 3
https://punchng.com/people-shouldnot-be-deceived-weve-always-been-inrecession-credit-administrationregistrar-onalo/
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Credit Professional as a
Creditors’ Committee Member
in Bankruptcy Proceeding

A

Creditor's Committee can mean the
difference between the success and
failure of bankruptcy cases. When a
credit professional becomes a member of
Creditors' Committee, he will:
participate in the group officially
recognized to represent the interests of
all unsecured creditors;
have access to and act on information
not otherwise available to the general
creditor body; and
influence the outcome of the
reorganization process in a manner
advantageous to his or her employercompany and the other unsecured
creditors.
From the filing of the winding up
petition procedure to the conclusion of the
case, many things may happen that will
affect how creditors are treated.
Secured creditors may seek permission
to foreclose.
The debtor may want to borrow money
in order to operate its business.
A third party may want to buy some or
all of the business or assets.
A Receiver or Arbitrator may be
appointed.
Business decisions will be made that
could determine the debtor's success
or failure.
The Creditors' Committee plays a critical
role. It has the responsibility to protect
unsecured creditors' interests. It oversees
that debtor's operations until, and
sometimes after, confirmation of the plan.
It will investigate the debtor's affairs,
monitor its business and negotiate a

reorganization plan for the benefit of
unsecured creditors. It has the right to
investigate questionable transactions in
which the debtor or its principals might
have engaged.
The committee usually consists of
unsecured creditors, often the holders of
large claims who have the most at stake.
Nonetheless, smaller creditors representing
a significant constituency might well be
members. The financial stake of committee
members, along with their expertise in the
industry, gives them tremendous influence
in a case. The committee may participate in
all aspects of a case. Courts often rely on
the committee and the positions it takes in
deciding how to act on various issues.
The committee's recommendation is
often decisive on the question of whether a
plan can be confirmed. In short, a credit
professional's active participation in a
Creditors' Committee can, and often will,
make a difference.
The existence and proper functioning of
a Creditors' Committee is a key determinant
to how unsecured creditors will be treated
eventually. Serving on a committee can give
a creditor a direct role in the outcome of
the case through the committee's
monitoring of the debtor's business,
participation in plan negotiations and other
committee activities. A committee member
will obtain knowledge and have influence
on the plan negotiation and reorganization
process. Creditors' Committee members
also may gain valuable insight into the
debtor's industry that could be helpful in
their future business dealings. Further,
some people gain a sense of personal

“

The Creditors'
Committee plays a
critical role. It has the
responsibility to protect
unsecured creditors'
interests. It oversees
that debtor's
operations until, and
sometimes after,
confirmation of the
plan. It will investigate
the debtor's affairs,
monitor its business
and negotiate a
reorganization plan for
the benefit of
unsecured creditors.

”

satisfaction from participating in the
bankruptcy proceeding.
Not everyone should serve on the
Creditors' Committee. Don't serve unless
you are prepared to make the commitment
of time and energy to do the job. Don't
serve unless you will act fairly for the
benefit of all unsecured creditors.
Remember, a bad Creditors' Committee is
worse than no committee at all. A
dysfunctional committee can give creditors
the false impression that the creditors'
interests are represented, when in fact they
are not. But effective participation on a
committee can make a positive difference in
the case.
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Indirect Credit Investigation
for Business Decision Making

A

n Indirect credit investigation
usually refers to acquiring
information from third-party
sources that are in the business of
preparing information on
businesses/companies as opposed to
individuals (principals of businesses /
companies). These third-party sources
are referred to as commercial credit and
business information providers. A
company credit report purchased from
a commercial credit reporting agency is
an example of information obtained by
indirect credit investigation. In Nigeria
for example, Credit Business Services
Global Ltd (CBS Credit) is reputed for
this kind of services.
Third-party option exists because
gathering credit and business
information directly can be time
consuming and, thus, costly in terms of
labour. Company credit reporting
agencies can gather quickly, large
quantities of information at a cost that
is lower than the salary, time and other
overhead operating expenses otherwise
needed to ascertain whether or not the
potential customer is good for business.
It's even more compelling when existing
credit customers are being considered
for credit limit review.

“

When it comes to
determining customer
creditworthiness,
business credit
grantors or equity
investors daily rely
heavily on company
credit report as key
sources of sound
business decision
solution.

”

Company credit report
fundamentally provides additional
information for other purposes such as
sales and marketing, equity investment
and lending. In some instances,
companies use company credit report
when they are expanding into new
business areas or expanding credit limit
to their existing customers. Company
credit report from agencies can help
determine preapproval credit limits for
prospective customers in the initial
contact, as well as fresh exposure to a

vendor new to a particular area. Again,
it is noteworthy to reiterate that to
obtain business and credit information,
no permission or authorization from the
customer or prospect is required, legally
or ethically.
When it comes to determining
customer creditworthiness, business
credit grantors or equity investors daily
rely heavily on company credit report as
key sources of sound business decision
solution. The business credit industry
landscape has changed dramatically in
Nigeria since late 2002. It is now easy
and inexpensive to obtain good quality
information to support management
approval for credit business transaction.
Company credit report on a
company seeks to help the user assess
several, if not all, of the five Cs of credit
by providing insight into corporate
structure, type of business, industry,
ability to pay, willingness to pay, quality
of management, existence and
performance of secured and unsecured
debt, existence and status of liens,
judgements or even bankruptcy.
Actually, company credit reporting
agencies provide reports on all types of
business structures. CBS Credit
(www.cbscreditglobal.com) is a
perfect example.
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Institute of Credit
Administration

NIGERIA
CREDIT
INDUSTRY
AWARDS
2020

Nigeria
Credit
Industry
Awards
2020
...encouraging and
recognizing excellence

The Ins tute of Credit Administra on proudly note the excep onal and
progressive contribu ons to the development of credit business, as well as
credit management profession in Nigeria by many of its members.
Accordingly, the Management and Council of our great Ins tute hereby call
for nomina on of members to receive the honour of any of the following
award categories:

Credit Management Director of The Year.
Chief Credit Risk Oﬃcer of The Year.
Credit Manager of The Year
Corporate Debt Recovery Professional of The Year.
Mr. Credit Analyst of The Year
Credit Professional of The Year
Credit Risk Examiner of The Year
Asset Management Director of The Year
Outstanding Credit Bureau Director of The Year
Credit Business Integrity of The Year
The award date is December 12, 2020 in Lagos through
Webinar Zoom room.
Kindly send your nomina on to registrar@icanigeria.net
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Visit

Courtesy

OF THE MONTH

Webinar Courtesy Familiarization With
Mr. Oluseyi Ishola Oladapo, FICA
Group Chief Financial Officer (GCFO), Pan Ocean Oil Corporation Nig. Ltd

In the Virtual meeting held on
Friday, 18th September 2020 at
12pm and lasted for about 30
minutes between Mr Oluseyi Ishola
Oladapo, the Group Chief Financial
Officer (GCFO) of Pan Ocean Oil
Corporation Nig. Ltd and the
Registrar / CEO of the Institute of
Credit Administration, Prof Chris
Onalo, FICA.

Oluseyi
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OF THE MONTH

Webinar Courtesy Familiarization With
Engr. Abel Onyemeniogbu Usiagwu, FICA,
Managing Director, Triotest Engineering Ltd

“

Prof. Onalo gave
the synopsis of a
credit economy
as a replacement
of a cash
economy which
results to job
and wealth
creation.

”

Abel

I

n the Virtual meeting which lasted
for about 48 minutes, the Registrar
/CEO of the Institute highlighted
issues such as the Institute objectives,
review of a typical credit based
economy, and forthcoming constitution
of the Institute's Board of Fellows
(BOF). Prof. Onalo gave the synopsis of a
credit economy as a replacement of a
cash economy which results to job and
wealth creation.
In response, Engr. Abel Usiagwu

Onyemeniogbu Usiagwu, FICA, was
delighted to be chosen for the Courtesy
Interaction Webinar of the ICA as it
builds a bridge between members and
the Institute. He went further to ask
some vital questions; spoke about a few
of his concerns and thanked the
Institute for doing its best to provide
benefits for its members and for the
very informative Newsletter which is
always sent to members weekly. Prof.
Onalo having provided the answers,

Engr. Usiagwu, FICA, pledged to oblige
the Institute the very support it has
asked for including training, advert
placement and membership referral
with his organisation.
The virtual meeting commenced at
exactly 11.00am on Wednesday, 2th
September 2020 with Prof Chris Onalo
welcoming and congratulating Engr.
Abel Onyemeniogbu Usiagwu the
Managing Director, Triotest Engineering
LTD for being a Fellow of our great
Institute. Prof Chris, the Institute's
founding Registrar /CEO explained that
the meeting was in line with the
Institute's Council Policy on working
closely with its fellows to the effect that
the Registrar of the Institute would pay
visit to personalities that joined the
institute in recent time as Fellow. This is
essentially an opportunity to share brief
on the Institute activities.
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Postgraduate School of Credit and Financial Management

PSCFM is Looking for Collaboration With Credible Foreign University

A

t PSCFM, we are looking to forge a working
partnership with any credible, globally recognized
foreign university to deliver academic programme
at Bachelor degree level in credit management and
nancial analysis which will lead to the university award.
This collaborative relationship, we believe, will give the
university great opportunity to enhance its academic
offering and provide the best possible learning experience
to the wider audience of credit management and
nancial analysis existing in every country of the world,
particularly emerging economies, such as Nigeria and
other English speaking African countries.
PSCFM will be happy to be subjected to a full scrutiny of its
ability to deliver university-level academic programme so
that the Bachelor degree award made via such a
University as its partner, is of an equivalent standard to the
award delivered directly by such a partner University.
As a specialist postgraduate institution focussing on credit
management, we are fully aware that for any credible
foreign university to have us as academic programmes
collaborative partner for this eld in Africa, we are
prepared to welcome any mechanisms put in place by
such a foreign University to ensure sound quality assurance,
including institutional and academic liaison, a contract
and various monitoring processes.
Here in Nigeria, we have a huge disadvantage working
against private, independent post-university institutions.
One of such is lack of national accreditation mechanisms
for our kind of institutions, as well as the inability of university
regulator in the country to mobilize local universities to
embrace new eld of learnings that are evidently springing
up in Nigeria and Africa as a whole. For a eld like credit
management which has become increasingly specialised
and rampant in not only Nigeria but all other countries in
the world, there is urgent need for full academic
institutionalization in response to massive demands.
We believe that given the robustness of PSCFM
programme curriculum and module descriptors, we look
forward to a credible foreign university agreeing to
embrace this proposal for this unique eld of academic
discipline (Credit Management and Financial Analysis)
and to validate our capacity to deliver, subject to quality
assurance provision by such a University.
Kindly let us have your thoughts on this as soon as possible.
Professor Chris Onalo,FICA
PSCFM President/CEO
postgraduate@postgraduatecreditschool.net
Mobile: +234 8034030160

Onalo
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Indicative Signs That A
Company is Dying

I

magine a crystal ball could be used to
select lottery numbers, horse races,
and the stock market or in the case of
credit executives, when will there be
another high profile credit default and
who will be involved.
There is a fine line between
maximizing revenues and being on the
largest creditors list. The key to
successfully walking this line is the ability
to not only recognize but also react to the
indicative signs that a company is dying
away. The emphasis is on the word
“react” because it is often easier to spot a
red flag than it is to time and measure the
response. The exit strategy must: (1) allow
you to properly adjust and readjust your
exposure based on current and projected
credit profiles, (2) give you the ability to
concentrate your efforts on the accounts
that require the most attention, and most
importantly, (3) allow you to maximize
revenue with minimal risk. In this reading,
we highlight three operational indicative
signs to watch for, which if infringed upon
command more attention.

Declining Sales
Operational issues are typically the match
which lights the fuse. Obviously, declining
sales are a red flag, but this does not
necessarily mean that the company is
crumbling, and likewise increasing sales
are not always indicative of a healthy
company.

Deteriorating Earnings before
Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and
Amortization (EBITDA)
Before the situation reaches the courts, it
is important to be in tune with a
company's profitability trends. For this,
we feel EBITDA is the best indicator, ahead
of operating income, because it eliminates
all accounting and non-cash items such as
depreciation and amortization and thus
presents operating income on a real cash
basis. To further evaluate, we like to
compare margins, which gauge the

“

company's profitability as a percent of
sales. Simply put: when EBITDA margin
decreases, the company's operations are
not as profitable as they once were (as a

percentage of sales).
Shrinking Interest Coverage
Declining EBITDA alone is not a critical
indicative sign; however, it is often a red
flag which should be accompanied by
further research of not only why it is
declining but also what are the
repercussions. In the credit world, we are
most interested in the company's ability
to meet its short-term capital
requirements. To this end, we use the
Internet Coverage Ratio, which is Trailing
Twelve Month EBITDA/Trailing Twelve
Month Interest Expense to determine how
critical the situation is. We know that the
inability to meet debt requirements often
results in filings for bankruptcy and as
such should always be on the radarscope.
A declining interest coverage ratio warns
us that the company's inability to meet its
debt requirement is diminishing. When
the ratio is less than 1.00x coverage, it
tells us that the company is not generating
enough cash to pay the interest on its

Declining EBITDA alone is not a critical
indicative sign; however, it is often a red flag
which should be accompanied by further
research of not only why it is declining but also
what are the repercussions. In the credit world,
we are most interested in the company's ability
to meet its short-term capital requirements.

”

debt. At these points, the company will
typical borrow funds to pay its interest on
debt. Eventually, the company will exhaust
its source of liquidity and turn to asset
sales, capital markets and/or
sale/leaseback transactions to raise
needed capital until those avenues are
unavailable. When these options are
exhausted, the company may be left with
no other alternatives but a trip to the
courts.
In summary, EBITDA is the best
indicator because it presents operating
income on a real cash basis. Further,
EBITDA margin clearly tells you whether a
company's operations are profitable as
they once were (relative to sales).
Eventually, continued deterioration could
affect a company's ability to meet its debt
requirements, which could result in a trip
to the courts. By charting the trailing
twelve-month interest coverage ratio, you
can see a company's ability to meet its
debt requirements dwindle, and as such
adjust your risk accordingly and ultimately
minimize prepetition losses.
While the operational issues
highlighted in this reading are critical,
they are not the only indicative signs of
trouble ahead. Liquidity is the lifeline of a
company. As liquidity deteriorates, so
does the company's ability to fund
operations, reinvest and meet capital
requirements including payments to
trade. With that said, a thorough
understanding of an account's liquid
health is essential when making credit
decisions.
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ICA New Members Who Were Inducted
on Sept. 24, 2020 through Webinar
Fellows (FICA)

Jerry Ehanmo, FICA
Chief Executive Officer
Consynergy Limited
Lagos.

Omolabake Aderoju Ovono, FICA
Sales Controller
Nestle Nigeria Plc
Lagos.

Ekere Okeoghene A., FICA
Cost Control & Budget Analyst
Nigerian Agip Oil Company (NAOC) Ltd
Rivers.

Michael Onuora Ilobah, FICA
Group Head, Internal Control
United Bank for Africa Plc (UBA)
Lagos.

Adike Chukwunenye A., FICA
Executive Director, Group Strategy
& Business Development
Chicason Group, Lagos.

Michael Sedoten Akran, FICA
Asst Manager Finance, Accounts & Inv.
Nigeria Incentive Based Risk Sharing
System for Agricultural Lending (NIRSAL)
Abuja.

Young-Tobias Ekechi, FICA
Managing Director/CEO
First Generation Mortgage Bank Ltd,
Abuja.

Members(MICA)

Idiaghe Aidelohi Eseoghene, MICA
Branch Sales & Service Executive
(Retail Banking)
Standard Chartered Bank Ltd
Rivers State.

Uche Eni Onuka, MICA
Group Head, Operations & Logistics
Reed-Josh Investment & Consulting
Services Limited, Lagos.

Olusegun Adetokunbo K., MICA
Deputy Manager, Quality Assurance
Financial Reporting Department,
Finance and Accounts, CHQ
NNPC, Abuja.

Matthew Igbinosa I., MICA
Asst Director Logistics
Megaprime Concept & Solutions Ltd
Lagos.

Usman Ibrahim, MICA
Lagos.

Associates(AICA)
Collins Aghemehi A., AICA
Banking Officer
Standard Chartered Bank
Rivers State.

Achogbuo Kemjika A., AICA
Sales Analyst (Team Lead)
Zedvance Limited, Rivers State.

Congratulations from the management of the Institute of Credit Administration

Credit Column
5 Days In-Plant Training organized by the Institute of Credit Administration
Client: Adamawa State Planning Commission, Yola
Courses: Informa on And Communica on Technology (ICT), Modern Budge ng Tools,
Monitoring & Evalua on and Procurement Procedures
Date: August 17-21, 2020
Venue: Adamawa State Planning Commission Training Hall, Yola

Professor Chris Onalo,FICA with participating attendees

Professor Chris Onalo,FICA with participating attendees
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Behavioural Scorecards
based on Credit Risk

A

ccount management scorecards
are built to predict future risk on
accounts that are currently up to
date. They are generally used to manage
limits during the life of an account. The
overall aim is to increase the average
balances of good, interest-bearing
accounts, while reducing or containing
the average balances of the bad, lossmaking accounts.
Scores are used to set limits on an
account to reflect the amount the lender
wishes to extend at a given point in time.
These limits are often set in conjunction
with revenue and retention scores. For
credit card products, limits are used to
control authorization decisions on retail
purchases and cash advances; for loan,
limits help with top-up loan decisions.
These risk-based scorecards, and
their associated limits, also provide the

“

For credit card
products, limits
are used to
control
authorization
decisions on
retail purchases
and cash
advances; for
loan, limits help
with top-up loan
decisions.

”

marketing function with useful
information for prospect selection and
pre-approval opportunities, for selling
additional products and for offering
incentives to increase account usage.
On the other hands, collections and
recoveries scorecards predict the future
performance of customers who are
already delinquent. They are used to set
risk-based collections and recoveries
strategies. The overall aim is to either
reduce collections and recovery costs for
the same level of repayment, or increase
repayments for the same level of
collections and recoveries expense. The
aim is also to retain future profitable
customers, i.e. to avoid strategies that
increase repayments but may also lead to
the closure of accounts that may be
profitable in the future.
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We have the
Clout and Crowd

If You Want to
Reach Your Business
Target Audience…
Advertise With US
Do you have business, financial and
consumer credit products/services?
Advertise it here; this is the right medium for it. Over ten
thousand business leaders, corporate managers and directors,
middle class entrepreneurs, shrewd professionals spread across
local and international jurisdictions subscribes to the
CreditEconomy newsletter.
We also publish every month industry wide credit management
magazine – The Credit Manager. This magazine is published in
hard copy and online. You will find the online edition on the
Institute's website… www.icanigeria.net. This is the best
medium to reach out to people who have purchasing power to

The people we know are the people who have
capacity to buy your kind of products or
services that you are selling.

Find below our advert rates:
(A) Credit Economy Newsletter
· Colour: N150, 000.00 per week
· Black & White: N95, 000.00 per week
(B) The Credit Manager (Magazine)
· Any Other Page Full Colour - N350,000.00 per slot
· Inside Front Cover - N380,000.00 per slot
· Inside Back Cover - N380,000.00 per slot
· Outside Back Cover - N380,000.00 per slot
· Black & White Full Page - N250,000.00 per slot

Banking Details:
1) Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Bank: Zenith Bank (Moloney Branch)
Account Number: 1012404772
2) Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Bank: United Bank for Africa, Account No: 1018224125
3) Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Bank: Unity Bank, Account No: 0024707602
Send your Advert Artwork to this e-mail:
registrar@icanigeria.net
For any enquiry, please call this number:
Adijat 08127808900, 08183569522

Memo To All
ICA Members
Dear ICA Fellow, Member, Associate
From the Secretariat of your Institute of Credit
Administration, we wish to express our profound
gratitude to you for all the support that we have received
throughout year 2019. Without such support, it would
have been practically impossible for the institute to get
through the year successfully. As an institute, its
continued existence, in other words, its lifewire depends
totally and absolutely on all its members. That is to say,
your success in life is the institute's success. Your growth
in life translates to the institute's growth. For this reason,
the institute is committed to serving you better in the
year 2020. For your professional growth & development,
the institute will be sending to you regularly its
newsletter, as well as monthly magazine – The Credit
Manager. For easy accessibility, you will always be getting
The Credit Manager electronically. That is to say, when
you go to the Institute's website, you will find the
magazine there. We also commit to printing hardcopy of
the magazine which is circulated to all members of the
institute as well as operators and managers of the credit
industry. It's a good medium for business and corporate
advertisement.
We also have very excellent training packages in
Credit Management for all our members and operators of
the credit industry in the country. We lean on you to
make participation in all our training in the year
successful.
As a member holding qualification of the Institute, we
expect you to pay your annual subscription very much on
time. This will enable the institute to have cash to run its
business; the benefits you get for paying your annual
subscription on time are enormous–
i.

We publish skills enhanced articles in our
institute's Newsletter regularly as well as the
magazine – The Credit Manager.

ii.

We have also reduced the programme fee for
the Mandatory Credit Management Academic
Programme for all our members who gained
membership admission into the institute
through direct entry. So you can see, we are

poised to serve you better this year.
We need your support. Kindly remit payment of your
subscription to any of the Institute's Accounts below 1) Account Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Account Number: 1012404772, Zenith Bank
2) Account Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Account No: 1018224125, United Bank for Africa
3) Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Account No: 0024707602, Unity Bank

Professor Chris Onalo, FICA
Registrar/CEO, ICA
08034030160

Membership Eligibility Criteria
Criteria For Individual ICA Membership

(A) Direct Entry Membership Fee:
I.

Fellow (FICA):

N150,000 (One full payment)

II.

Member(MICA):

N 67,000 (One full payment)

III.

Associate (AICA):

N 47,500 (One full payment)

(B) Member’s Annual Subscription:
Payment of annual subscription fee for all categories of membership is
as stated below. This will become due for payment with effect from the
first anniversary date of joining the institute.
I.

Fellow (FICA):

N15,000 (Starting from the next calendar month)

II. Member(MICA): N 10,000(Starting from the next calendar month)
III. Associate (AICA): N 5,000(Starting from the next calendar month)

C) One-off Induction Fee:
I.

Fellow (FICA):

N25,000.00

II.

Member(MICA):

N15,000.00

III.

Associate (AICA):

N10,000.00

ICA Corporate Membership
ICA Corporate Membership Categories:
(I) Silver: N1,500,000

(II) Gold: N2,500,0000

(III) Platinum: N3,000,0000

Benefits - Platinum:

Send your Curriculum Vitae Now!
ica@icanigeria.net, membership@icanigeria.net
creditmanager@icanigeria.net, registrar@icanigeria.net

Mobile: +234(0)8127808900, 07033814790
08034030160, 08023314598, 08059523847
Email: ica@icanigeria.net, membership@icanigeria.net
Website: www.icanigeria.net

creditmanager@icanigeria.net
events@icanigeria.net, registrar@icanigeria.net
Website: www.icanigeria.net

The following benefits will accrue to corporate members of ICA.
1. Opportunity to nominate two of its staff to attend any three of ICA's high quality
training in various areas of credit management in the course on a yearly basis at no
further cost to you.
2. Additional staff from the organization are also entitled to a rebate of N100,000 as
against the normal course fee of N150,000 per participant.
3. The company will be given 5 to 10 minutes floor to speak about its products or
services at ICA's popular and well cherished Credit Market Forum which brings
together industrialists, entrepreneurs and business owners of note to interface
with SMEs and more importantly, ICA members who are largely top notch
corporate chieftains- CEOs, EDs, etc. and high net worth Individuals (HNIs) to buy
those essential luxurious items for life.
4. A corporate member is entitled to the following additional benefits at ICA's Credit
Market Forum.
I. Discount on participation fee
II. Set up pull-up banners and back drops
III. Set up its corporate desk to be manned by 2 or 3 of its representatives.
5. Discount on corporate and products advert placements in the Institute's monthly
magazine which is widely circulated in business offices, including Chambers of
Commerce and Trade Associations.
6. Corporate members have an opportunity to nominate one of their key credit staff
for an award at the annual ICA's Credit Industry Awards. This will be well covered
in the special edition of ICA's magazine backed up by corporate advert at a rebate.
7. Whereas professional fees for ICA individual membership are as stated below, the
company could benefit from group membership discount of up to 20% against
each category of membership, subject to a minimum of 10 members at all times.
I. Fellow (FICA):
N150,000
II. Member(MICA):
N 67,000
III. Associate (AICA): N 47,500
8. Special rebate from reputable partner airlines and hotels for ICA Corporate
members across different locations in the country.
9. Holders of ICA's Platinum corporate membership shall automatically qualify for a
seat on the Council of the Institute of Credit Administration.

Credit Business Services Global Ltd.

We Deliver:
Company Credit Report
Due Diligence Report
Business Reputation Report
Business Report on Foreign Companies
Sourcing Foreign Loan
Foreign Equity Investment Arranger
Others

Making Your
Business Succeed
Is Our Business
Credit Business Services Global Ltd
213, Igbosere Street, 4th Floor, Lagos Island, P. O. Box, 2708, Apapa, Lagos.
Mobile: 08034030160, 08023314598
Email: cbscredit@cbscreditglobal.com
Website: www.cbscreditglobal.com

